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ROTOCONTROL invited to Showcase RSC Slitter
Rewinder at Graficon-GIDUE Open House
The Graficon-GIDUE Open-House to be held March 15 – 17th 2011 in Wittenbach/St.Gallen, Switzerland

Ahrensburg, Germany (February 17, 2011) – ROTOCONTROL today announced its participation at
the Graficon-GIDUE Open House to be held March 15 – 17th 2011 in Wittenbach/St.Gallen,
Switzerland. To be demonstrated at the event is the ROTOCONTROL RSC slitter/rewinder
inspection machine featuring a moveable operator console with touch screen technology, advanced
cartridge slitting system, full servo control and vacuum vertical splice table with integrated waste
rewind.
The Graficon-GIDUE Open House is an opportunity to introduce German, Swiss and Austrian
Converters to some of the most advanced technologies in the label and packaging industry.
Several technology suppliers including Graficon, GIDUE, Kocher+Beck, Herma, and Siegwerk are
showing machines, live demonstrations and new product introductions.
Marco Aengenvoort, ROTOCONTROL Managing Director, commented: “ROTOCONTROL is
honoured to be invited to showcase our finishing technology along with other leading suppliers at
this key industry event. I personally look forward to meeting with Converters attending the event
and learning more about their application requirements for label finishing”.
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ROTOCONTROL slitter/rewinder inspection machine to be demonstrated at Graficon-GIDUE Open House

For further information and to register:
Graficon AG:
e-mail: erni@graficon.ch
Tel.: +41 71 292 1623
k.a.: Mr. Martin Erni
Nuova GIDUE S.r.l.:
e-mail: sales@gidue.com ;
Tel.: +39 02 966 8181
k.a.: Mrs. Cristina Toffolo
About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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